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A major obstacle to control cancer growth and metastases in
patients is the widespread inappropriate use of anticancer drugs. As
increasing number and types of anticancer drugs developed, clinicians
become more and more likely to misuse them in their practice. Present
norm is to randomize and standardize chemotherapy in relation to the
target organs or tumor origins. Because tumors can originate from a
wide variety of different genetic backgrounds, most cancer cases have
become unsuited to use “uniform” or “standardized” chemotherapy.
Since no single drug or one combination has so far been found that
is optimal for cancer of all origins, developing a good and clinically
practical drug selection system is no less important than the discovery
of new drugs.
Individualized cancer chemotherapy (ICC), which improves
therapeutic quality by selecting and prescribing well-matched drugs
and avoiding ineffective ones, has been attracting increasing attentions
worldwide. However many debated issues are unresolved and many
obstacles are remained in clinical practices.

Amongst Different Types of ICC, Which of ICC Strategy
is the Best?
The individualized strategy was pioneered in drug sensitivity tests
half a century ago [1-6]. Now, many new types of strategies have been
emerging [6], including pharmacogenetics [7-9], pathogenic markeroriented therapy [6] and so on. Since we may not possibly use all of
these strategies in one patient, amongst different types of ICC, which
of ICC strategy is the best? Each of them has its own advantages and
disadvantages. At present no one type of ICC strategies is obviously
advantageous over the others. Also, no available ICC strategy has been
well enough to significantly increase the patient’s survival compared
with conventional therapy. So we desperately need some magic moves
to improve present ICC strategies or create new types of ICC strategies
to integrate the advantages of all ICC types.

How to Tighten our Budgets
All the present ICC strategies need a lot of money to implement.
It often worsens the financial and psychological conditions of cancer
patients. So any improvements relating to simply the testing procedures
or technical improvements are especially welcomed.

More Understanding the Cancer Biology

to explain the clinical data can not be always straightforward. For
example, response to chemotherapy is likely to be multigenic [9].
Inhibition of anticancer drugs against one cancer-related gene may not
always result in good tumor inhibition and patient’s survival. These
drugs may same time trigger some other cancer-related processes
or multidrug resistance genes. This is the difficulty problem in all
present gene-related studies. So it is helpful to combine empirical and
biomolecular theory in one ICC strategy.
In conclusion, we appeal for every cancer patient in the future
to have his own unique chemotherapy trial based on consultation of
pathogenic profiles and drug sensitivity testing data. Research and
application of ICC will be encouraged by growing patient demands,
scientific advances and medical ethics. But are we ready for that yet?
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As our understanding about cancer is lacking, many steps relating
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